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Nashville bar president: State
must avoid popular elections for
top judges
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The selection process for Tennessee appellate and Supreme Court judges is a
major concern among the legal community, according to Charles Grant, the
new president of the Nashville Bar Association's board of directors.

A proposed constitutional amendment, which will appear on the ballot next
November, would replace the system of having a commission recommend
judicial candidates to the governor with one in which the governor recommends
candidates to the Legislature for approval.

Grant, an attorney at Baker Donelson Bearman Caldwell & Berkowitz and the
first African American president in the association's 182-year history, said that
while the new amendment is not perfect, popular election of appellate and
Supreme Court judges must be avoided at all costs.

"Our view is that the direct election of appellate judges is not in the best
interest of Tennesseans," Grant said. "While the constitutional amendment is
not the ideal solution, it is much better than the popular election of them,
where candidates run and [are] elected due to powerful interests."

Gov. Bill Haslam established in October by executive order a 17-member panel
for judicial appointments, much like the old process through the Judicial
Nominating Commission, whose legal authority had expired. November's
amendment would put in place a selection process much like the one on the
federal level. Tennesseans would also vote to retain appellate and Supreme
Court judges at the end of their terms.

Grant said the old process was in place to "ensure merit-based candidates."
Going forward, he added, the state needs "some kind of merit process" to
"ensure we have the highest-quality candidates on our appeals courts and
Supreme Court."

He noted that other states' efforts to adopt popular elections for judges have
"been disastrous."

In his new position as president of the Nashville Bar Association, Grant said one
other key issue for the profession is the influx of young lawyers starting their
own practices.

With many larger firms holding back from hiring since the recession, new law
school grads are facing a difficult job market, Grant said. Some may decide to
open their own practices.
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Grant said the Nashville Bar is emphasizing informal mentorship programs for
new lawyers who have been taught "to think like a lawyer" in school, but need
the practical training gained from years of experience.

"We must ensure that the public is represented by competent attorneys," he
said. "The legal profession has a vested interest that these new lawyers are
prepared and have the practical expertise that is needed."

Scott Harrison covers government and economic development,
banking and law.
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